Global climate strike: Greta Thunberg and school students lead climate crisis protest – live updates

Millions of people from Sydney to Manila, Delhi to London and New York will march for urgent action on climate breakdown


...one of many protests in Australia...
Our Republic has become an open sewer…greasy, slimy fat has risen to the top…No One Is Above The Law!…

…below is but a sample of the Fat and how it stinks…

Revealed: how US senators invest in firms they are supposed to regulate

Analysis of financial disclosure data shows 51 senators and their spouses have as much as $96m invested in corporate stocks


‘What the Hell Is Going On Here’?: Alarm Raised as Trump’s Intelligence Director Refuses to Give Whistleblower Complaint to Congress

Acting Director of National Intelligence Joseph Maguire informed the House Intelligence Committee chairman that he’d been directed by “a higher authority” to withhold the complaint


“As Daniel Drezner, a professor of international affairs at Tufts University, put it on Twitter: “I really want to know what the hell is going on here.””

…for those who cannot or refuse to see, there is a slow-walking coup taking place…do I have to spell it out?…

NEVER FORGET
NEVER FORGET THAT MCCONNELL WAS THE ONE WHO REFUSED TO LET OBAMA MAKE A BIPARTISAN ANNOUNCEMENT WARNING THE NATION OF TRUMP'S RUSSIA TIES.

The 21st Century Axis of Evil


Stochastic Terrorism

A public figure with access to the airwaves or pulpit demonizes a person or group of persons.

With repetition, the targeted person or group is gradually dehumanized, depicted as loathsome and dangerous - arousing a combustible combination of fear and moral disgust.

Violent images and metaphors, jokes about violence, analogies to past "purges" against reviled groups, use of religious language - all of these typically stop short of an explicit call to arms.

When violence erupts, the public figures who have incited the violence condemn it - claiming no one could possibly have foreseen the "tragedy".
Naomi Klein: ‘We are seeing the beginnings of the era of climate barbarism’

‘Wake up and face facts’ : Greta Thunberg pleads with politicians to lead fight against climate crisis – as it happened

“Dreams cannot stand in the way of telling it like it is, especially right now… Wherever I go, I seem to be surrounded by fairytales.”

“…wild child, full of Grace, savior of the human race…” The Doors

Greta Thunberg and George Monbiot make short film on the climate crisis

‘A Goddamn Terrifying Time to Be Alive’: Naomi Klein Explains Why a Global Green New Deal Comes First and Being Hopeful Comes After

“How do we earn the hope that we could actually do this?” asks author of new book. “That’s the only discussion that matters.”


…sure do wish you’d read what is posted here and the 11 Climate Emergency pages, people come here, look and leave and that will have an impact on how you will react, will you end up in a panic not knowing what is happening to your very special life?…
Sanders to attend latest climate forum while Biden and Warren pass

Kamala Harris, Beto O’Rourke and Amy Klobuchar to also miss the MSNBC event timed to align with global climate strikes


…this is why Bernie is so important, he understands what the threat is, like few others…

The climate crisis explained in 10 charts


…10 charts, easy to read and understand, basic science…if you want to get into the weeds of it there are the 11 pages here with links from all over the spectrum…
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